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2. The electricity grid Fill in the blanks with t - Jean-David Delord

âƒ� It requires many infrastructures to carry electricity from power plants to ... steam â€“ generator - turbine â€“ rotor - shaft - coil - magnetic â€“ blackout - fossil fuels ... 
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1. Transporting electricity



a. Tick the correct statements. Transporting electricity is not easy because: ⃝ Storing large quantities of electricity is impossible. ⃝ Storing large quantities of electricity is very expensive. ⃝ Transporting electricity over short distances is difficult. ⃝ Transporting electricity over long distances is difficult. ⃝ Too much electricity can create a blackout. ⃝ Too little electricity can create a blackout. ⃝ The exact amount of electricity needed must be produced at all times. ⃝ More electricity than needed must be produced at all times. ⃝ It requires many infrastructures to carry electricity from power plants to consumers. ⃝ It requires much logistics to carry electricity from power plants to consumers. ⃝ It requires much management to carry electricity from power plants to consumers. 2. The electricity grid Fill in the blanks with the appropriate word: transformers - high voltage -– independent - consumers - infrastructures - networks - power plants - transmission lines - logistics - carry – management - power generators A complex mix of _____________ , _____________ and _____________ is needed to transmit electricity from _______________ _______________ to _____________ . The North American electricity grid is made of four large grid systems. These networks are _____________ regional _____________ of ___________ _________ and _______________ ______________ . They ______________ (=transport) electric energy at ___________ _________ . 3. Long distances and voltage Fill in the blanks with the appropriate words. ___________ voltage is needed for electricity to travel ___________ distances along ___________ lines. ___________ are used to increase or decrease voltage. In long distance transmission line voltage can be as high as ___________ volts. In American homes, voltage is ___________ volts.



RECAP (Oral pair work) Explain the different steps allowing you to switch on the light in your house: Step one: generating electricity Step two: transporting electricity



Make sure you use the following words: steam – generator - turbine – rotor - shaft - coil - magnetic – blackout - fossil fuels - thermal power plant - long distances – infrastructures - logistics – management - consumers - electricity grid - transmission lines - high voltage transformers – increase - decrease
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1. Fill in the blanks 2. Comprehension 3. Going beyond 

This turns it into a thick toffee gunk. You pour this over the biscuit paste. The third stage is to slice the and place them on top of the toffee. Lastly, you whip the ...
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Fill in the blanks Hanging 10? Surf's up, ______ 

Feb 29, 2012 - 9: a set of physical and mental exercises, ... or physical exercise. Down: ... Past Perfect Simple. Future ... b) Simple present/ present progressive.
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Extreme Workplaces 1) Listening comprehension: Fill in the blanks 

I design the running clothes, so I like to go test out the stuff that I design. It's pretty much my ... Read more: The Disadvantages of Offering Flextime | eHow.com.
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Questions: 1) Listen to the song and fill in the blanks 2) Answer the 

Vera, Chuck & Dave. Send me a POSTCARD drop me a line,. Stating point of view. Indicate precisely what you mean to say. Yours sincerely, wasting away.
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THANKSGIVING WEBQUEST LISTEN and FILL in the BLANKS .fr 

That was cool because two groups with little in common came together and formed a â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦. and friendship agreement. Part of that agreement allowed the ...
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Worksheet Week 7: CCTV Fill in the blanks with the following words 

Another satirical name for a CCTV camera is ... CCTV cameras with speakerphones: a) 7 b) 17 ... Middlesbrough Mayor used to work for a security agency. R/W ...
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Cover letter 1) Fill in the blanks A 

get their exact title and the correct spelling of their name. Step 2: Open with introduction: Open your letter with a short introduction that gets right to the.
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Lesson Proposal Form – Winter Quarter 2012 Fill in the blanks 

Fill in the blanks using the correct form of heat transfer. 1. The transfer of heat through material by direct contact is . 2. is the transfer of heat in a fluid (gas or ...
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Cover letters part 2 Cover Letters 1 Fill in blanks using the words 

If you are ______ or if you have any questions I am ______ for a recruitment ______ . I thank you ... I look forward to hearing from you. ... Recruitment consultant ...
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le verbe FAIRE A. Le verbe FAIRE Fill in the blanks with ... 

Fill in the blanks with the CORRECT FORM of the expression that appropriately completes the sentence. You may use some expressions more than once! faire.
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Job interviews: part 3 1) Watch the video and fill in the blanks 

The proper body language ______ interest and engagement. NO ______! Step 11: Before you leave, ask about the next step in the process and the ______ ...
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CCTV 1) Fill in the blanks and circle the right answer If you are headed 

you a scolding as well. NBC Dawna Friesen explains. DF: Walk down any street in Britain and they are there. More than 4 million security cameras most of them.
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Writing a resume A) Video 1. Fill in the blanks At some point in your life 

At some point in your life, you'll have to ______ ______ of bed, put on some ... Sad, we know, but hey, you may not look so hot in .... a recruitment consultant ...
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select ... Fill in the blank with the correct form of the verb indicated ... 

Tex ______ la musique cadienne. (dÃ©couvrir) correct answer: dÃ©couvre your answer: dÃ©couvre. 2. Tammy: Tu ______ un cadeau Ã  Tex, Bette? (offrir).
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fill in the table with the infinitive, past participle and translation in 

Task one: fill in the table with the infinitive, past participle and translation in English. Infinitive. Translation. Past Participle jouer to play joué manger travailler.
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Fill the Void 

Synopsis. Fill the Void tells the story of an Orthodox Hassidic family from Tel Aviv. Eighteen-year-old Shira is the youngest daughter of the family. She is about to ...
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Fill in the chart . Answer the questions .fr 

example. . Fill in the chart. Fill in the chart to show how the following elements are linked together ..... Catchphrase. â€“ Slogan; logo; brand name ... Look at the vocabulary and show that a feeling of â€œeasinessâ€� is conveyed by several key wor
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Biological Context Lecture 1 Electricity in the Body - Exvacuo 

cell in large differences in concentration as given in the table below: .... increases in size if the right ventricle must push against an abnormally large load (this.
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Electricity consumption and ICT in the French service sector - CiteSeerX 

Jan 20, 2005 - We obtain robust results showing that, once controlled for ... the same year, 40 basis points can be attributed to the IC sectorâ€”more .... interested in data for the sector services, whose INSEE's definition is reported in Table 1.
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Electricity production in the world: general forecasts - UCLM 

regions of the world (485 kWh in Sub-Saharan Africa and 552 kWh in South Asia in ... resource in primary energy, a particular geography and particular history, ...
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Electricity consumption and ICT in the French service sector - CiteSeerX 

Jan 20, 2005 - We now compute and comment some descriptive statistics ..... Statement Before the Committee on Commerce of the United States Senate.
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Kirchhoff on the Motion of Electricity in Conductors - Apeiron 

Jun 19, 1994 - ber's formula for the vector potential, namely. Axyz. J rr. x y z ..... I will develop e' according to Taylor's theorem in powers of Î¾, that is: â€² = +. +. â‹….
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THE MATHEMATICS OF PHYSICAL QUANTITIES ... - Michel Delord 

we call its "mass" ; why not let this property itself be an element of the model? ... on what "mass" really is; we need merely give it certain properties in the model.
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The windmill (wind turbine) - Jean-David Delord 

water stored in ______ at a suitable height, are ______ to fall from a height. A dynamo is connected to a waterwheel or turbine and the kinetic energy of the flow ...
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